Abstract. In this paper, we study the k -distance colorings and k -distance edge colorings of path double graphs which are based on the semistrong product. We shows that two formulas about k -distance and k -distance edge chromatic number of path double graphs vary with k .
Introduction
The coloring problem of the graphs is essentially the smallest classification problem of the graph elements. The normal coloring edge coloring of the graph classify to the sets of vertex or edge, each of which is an independent set. The new concepts of distance coloring and distance edge coloring are based on traditional coloring concepts proposed by adding restrictions. A k -distance coloring of a graph G is the distance of two distinct vertices less than or equal to k must be assigned different colors. The minimum number of colors required for a k -distance coloring of G denoted by ) (G [5] have studied k -distance coloring problem of 2 -dimensional grid (or the Cartesian product of two paths), the following conclusions are drawn. Suppose 2 G is 2-dimensional grid, which 1
respectively. Kim in [6] have studied the 2-distance coloring of the direct product of m order path and n order circle, who have proved that the number of 2-distance chromatic number equals to 5 or 6. Similarly k -distance edge coloring which the distance of any two edges is not more than k need color differently. Due to the distance of edge coloring concept put forward later,Tian et al.in [7] studied the chromatic number of 2-dimensional grid 2 L , get the precision value of chromatic number. When k is odd,
In this paper, we shall study the k -distance colorings and k -distance edge colorings of path double graphs, which is based on the semistrong product. Suppose G is a simple connection graph, using ) (G V and ) (G E express vertex set and edge set of G separately. And k x x k mod ) (  , the concepts of the double graphs and the semistrong product are as follows in definition 1.1 and 1.2, and all unknown symbols and terms in the text, see Ref [8] . Definition 1.1 [8] The semistrong product
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The double graph of n order path is isomorphic to the semistrong product graph of 2 order path and n order path as shown in Figure 1 .
Theorem and Proof
Suppose n P is a path with vertex set
, and the vertices in ) ( . In order to get  k distance colorings of double path graph, we give the following lemma first.
Lemma 2.1 [8] If the diameter of n order simple graphs G is not exceeding 
, and suppose 
, by lemma 2.1,we have
. So the proof of Theorem 2.1 is already completed.
Theorem 2.2
The k -distance edge chromatic number of double graphs ) (
,we know that 4 2 ) ( , there are two cases to be considered.
, where figure 2.1) . . Kinds of 2 e cases can be seen in Figure 2 .2. 
